
UT Bridge Update List   
1/25/2010  

Change to UT Bridge Beta 1.1  

UT Bridge Processor:   Corrected the temporary support in-plane stiffness for 
curved bridges  

2/8/2010  

UT Bridge Processor:   Corrected the node location algorithm for deck nodes placed 
between the girders.  

2/10/2010  

Change to UT Bridge Beta 1.2  

UT Bridge Preprocessor:   Corrected the span length calculation for negatively curved 
bridges with a skew.  

UT Bridge Processor:   Corrected the span length calculation for negatively curved 
bridges with a skew.  

2/19/2010  

UT Bridge Processor:   Corrected the support cross frame member forces 
calculations  

3/10/2010  

Change to UT Bridge Beta 1.3  

UT Bridge Processor:   Correct number of digits for 20+ analysis cases so that 
output files names are correctly named.  

8/24/2010  

Change to UT Bridge 1.0 then UT Bridge 1.4 for consistency  

UT Bridge Preprocessor:   Allow cut and paste within cells and tables  

Allow pipe type bearing stiffeners  

Prompt save path for output files  
UT Bridge Processor:   Add additional element type for pipe type bearing stiffeners  



Add full depth stiffeners  
UT Bridge Post-processor:  Provide cross-frame girder and location information  

Improved clarity of 3-D viewing field by moving display 
information  

Provide plan view button  

Provide list of reaction forces  
2/4/2011  

Change to UT Bridge 1.5  

 

UT Bridge Preprocessor:   Corrected grammatical errors in input forms  

Changed location of processor input file (input.in) to the 
same directory as the saved file. This will prevent the 
necessity of read/write privilege in the installation directory. 

UT Bridge Processor:   Corrected the vertical reaction error in UT Bridge 1.4 
version due to change in bearing stiffener modeling  
Corrected the Cross Frame Force table output information  

Corrected the 10th Point Plot output file  

4/25/2013  

Change to UT Bridge 1.5 (New Name UT Bridge 1.5-1  

UT Bridge Preprocessor:   A problem was found with how connection plates for cross  
frames and intermediate transverse stiffeners are modeled. 
The stiffening plates can provide a disproportionate 
increase in the warping stiffness. While a permanent fix is 
being developed for the UT Bridge Processor, the 
preprocessor was modified to avoid overestimating the 
global buckling capacity. The change involves using a very 
small transverse stiffener (0.1” x 0.1”) stiffener regardless 
of what is input. While this will lead to conservative 
estimates of the shear buckling capacity of the web, the 
change will result in improved accuracy in the global 
buckling capacity of the girders. The developers are 
working to fix the modeling problem at which time a new 
version of the software will be released the properly models 
the intermediate stiffeners.  

     



8/14/2015  

Change to UT Bridge 1.6  

UT Bridge Processor:   Corrected node orientation for shell elements  

Modified how cross-frame stiffeners stiffness and geometric 
stiffness are taken into account  

11/19/2015  

Change to UT Bridge 1.6-1  

UT Bridge Installation:   Corrected « missing libiomp5md.dll file » error  

  
01/03/2017  

Change to UT Bridge 2.0  

General release of a new version of the program, with new pre- and post-processors  

 
04/27/2017 

Change to UT Bridge 2.1 

UT Bridge Processor:           Ability to model bridges having a point of tangency  

Ability to model top flange uniform loads 

UT Bridge Pre-processor:    Ability to copy and paste cells from Excel  

                                                 Improved wind load form 

UT Bridge Post-processor:   New color code for stiffeners  

                                                 Ability to display all major stress components 

                                                  Ability to display the reactions at the special DOF fixities 

07/14/2017  

Change to UT Bridge 2.1-bis  

Adding of a license certificate  



02/08/2018  

Change to UT Bridge 2.2  

Ability to perform a geometric nonlinear analysis for plate girder bridges. 

Ability to model curved tub girder bridges. 

UT Bridge Pre-processor:    Form on the springs coefficients fixed 

 


